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Abstract: Ammonia as a chemical storage carrier for hydrogen has the advantages of high 

hydrogen storage density and easy storage. However, reconversion of ammonia to pure hydrogen 

requires additional energy consumption and complex equipment, thus greatly reducing its 

advantages as a hydrogen storage carrier. The development of PEMFC that use ammonia 

decomposition gas directly as fuel can avoid the purification of hydrogen and simplify on-site 

hydrogen production systems. Thus, the application of fuel cells can be greatly expanded. In this 

paper, a three-dimensional simulation model of PEMFC using ammonia reforming gas as fuel is 

established based on experimental data. The distribution of local current density and local 

hydrogen concentration inside the fuel cell and the relationship between them are studied and 

analyzed. The optimal efficiency and fuel utilization of the fuel cell under different flow rates are 

investigated. Finally, a preliminary simulation analysis of the effect of anode runner length on the 

maximum output power of the fuel cell is conducted. The results of the study can provide a 

reference for the fuel control strategy of ammonia reforming gas-fueled PEMFC and the 

optimization of the fuel cell. 

Keywords: Ammonia reforming gas, PEMFC, Local current density, Length optimization, Fuel 

utilization 

1. Introduction 

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) have gained initial commercial applications 

in recent years [1]. Currently, PEMFCs are still fueled by high-purity hydrogen, which is 

expensive to produce and has a low storage volume energy density, so the large-scale application 

of PEMFC is still limited [2,3]. In contrast, ammonia as a chemical storage carrier for hydrogen 

has the advantages of high hydrogen storage density and easy storage. However, the product 

obtained from ammonia reforming is a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen, which is called crude 

hydrogen in this paper, so further separation is needed to obtain pure hydrogen. The separation 

methods for crude hydrogen include deep cooling separation, variable pressure adsorption, and 

membrane separation [4-6]. For small portable PEMFC on-site hydrogen production units, all of 

these methods suffer from the problem of large unit size. Therefore, the development of PEMFC 

using ammonia reforming gas directly is very interesting and can greatly expand the application of 

PEMFC. 

Hunter et al. established an ammonia-reforming gas-PEMFC demonstration platform to 

demonstrate the feasibility of PEMFC using ammonia reforming gas directly [7]. A large number 

of studies have been conducted for the efficient decomposition of ammonia, and the hot spots of 

research are mainly microreactors and efficient catalysts [8,9]. There also have been many studies 

on the effect of nitrogen on PEMFC, but the studies have mainly targeted the effect of trace 

amounts of nitrogen. Previous studies have shown that nitrogen affects the diffusion and transport 

of hydrogen in the flow channel, but when pure hydrogen is used as fuel, its final accumulation is 



not high and is periodically discharged along with the anode purging. Therefore, for a PEMFC 

using pure hydrogen as fuel, the main purpose of flow channel geometry optimization is to 

optimize water management, thermal management and material distribution inside the cell [10-12]. 

However, for ammonia reforming gas, experiments show that high concentration of nitrogen 

significantly affects the operating state of the fuel cell, and due to the high initial concentration of 

nitrogen, the anode purging strategy cannot guarantee the normal operation of the fuel cell, so only 

the fuel flow control strategy can be used. Moreover, with the consumption of hydrogen, the 

concentration of nitrogen in the fuel cell along the flow direction becomes higher and higher, so 

the operating characteristics of the fuel cell under high concentration of nitrogen must be further 

studied and analyzed. 

In this paper, a three-dimensional simulation model of PEMFC using ammonia reforming gas 

as fuel is established based on experimental data. The distribution of local current density and 

local hydrogen concentration inside the fuel cell and the relationship between them are studied and 

analyzed. The optimal efficiency and fuel utilization of the fuel cell under different flow rates are 

investigated. Finally, a preliminary simulation analysis of the effect of anode runner length on the 

maximum output power of the fuel cell is conducted. The results of the study can provide a 

reference for the fuel control strategy of ammonia reforming gas-fueled PEMFC and the 

optimization of the fuel cell. 

2. Mathematical modeling 

The experimental data used for modeling in this paper are from a 1kW PEMFC experimental 

system, where the PEMFC is an air-cooled fuel cell (as shown in Figure 1(a)). The anode and 

cathode channel of the PEMFC are perpendicular to each other, and the flow direction of air and 

fuel is cross flow. Theoretically, the air composition on the cathode side corresponding to different 

anode runners will change along the air flow direction (as shown in Fig. 1(b)). However, since 

PEMFC uses cathode air for cooling, it leads to a much higher air mass flow rate at the cathode 

than the air mass required for the electrochemical reaction. The minimum air mass flow rate of the 

PEMFC cathode in the experiment is 77 times the required stoichiometric air mass at rated power, 

from which it can be estimated that the oxygen concentration at the cathode outlet is only 1.3% 

lower than that at the inlet. Therefore, the modeling location in this paper is chosen to be in the 

mid-profile of the first anode channel at the air inlet ,and the air composition at the cathode 

channel is assumed to be the same as the air [13,14].The model contains seven domains: anode 

channel, anode gas diffusion layer（an_GDL）, anode catalyst layer(an_CL), proton exchange 

membrane(PEM), cathode catalyst layer(ca_CL), cathode gas diffusion layer(ca_GDL) and 

cathode channel as shown in Figure 1(c). In order to further simplify the model, the following 

assumptions are adopted in this paper[15-19]: 

(1) Each gas is regarded as an ideal gas. 

(2) The generated water can quickly flow out with air in a gaseous form, and there is no liquid 

water in the cathode. 

(3) The temperature distribution in PEMFC is uniform and constant. 

(4) The penetration of water and nitrogen from the cathode side to the anode side is ignored. 



 

Fig.1(a)1kW air-cooled PEMFC,(b) Single fuel cell geometry schematic,(c)three-dimensional section of the 

modeling area 

2.1. Electrochemical model 

The cell voltage V is described as follows: 
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Where E0 is the theoretical reversible voltage which can be calculated from the Nernst 

equation[13]： 
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Anode local current density ia (Butler-Volmer equation) 
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Cathode local current density ic (Butler-Volmer equation) 
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F is the Faraday’s constant (SI unit: C mol-1), ci,ref is the material reference concentration (SI unit:  

mol m-3), i0,a and i0,c is the standard exchange current density (SI unit: A m-2),R is the gas constant, 

T is the temperature (SI unit: K), αa,a, αa,c,αc,a,αc,c is the transfer coefficient. 

Anode over-potential ηa, cathode over-potential ηc and total over-potential ηact are given by 

the following equation: 
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Where Eeq,i (SI unit: V) represents the equilibrium voltage, φs is the electronic potential (IS unit: 

V), and φl is the ionic potential (IS unit: V).  

Ohmic  overpotentia  ηohm: 

  
,e e ohm e
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Where σe (IS unit: S m-1) is the electrical conductivity (where the index e stands for “a”(anode) or 

“c”(cathode)). 

2.2.Momentum conservation equation 

Navier-Stokes equation and Brinkman equation are adopted to describe the flow in the free 

zone (anode channel) and porous zone, respectively. [20] The combination of Navier-Stokes 

equations and continuity equations can be expressed as: 
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Where ρ is the mixture density of the gas phase(SI unit: kg m-3), I is Unit Matrix，P is the 

pressure(SI unit: Pa), μ represents the gas viscosity(SI unit: Pa s),u is the velocity. 

The combination of Brinkman equation and continuity equation can be expressed as: 
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Where k is permeability(IS unit: m2), ε is porosity. 

2.3. Mass conservation equation 

The model takes into account two species in the anode(H2 and N2) and three species at the 

cathode(O2, H2O and N2), and uses Maxwell-Stefan multicomponent diffusion, governed by the 

following equations[20]： 

   ( )
i i i
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Where wi is mass fraction of species i, Ri is chemical reaction rate of species i(IS unit: kg m-3 s-1), 

ji is the diffusion mass flow density of species i, which is defined as follows:  
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Here xk is mole fraction, Mi is Molecular mass,  Di
m is the equivalent diffusion coefficient of 

species i in multicomponent，Dik is binary diffusion coefficient, which can be calculated by 

Fuller's empirical formula [21]: 
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Where vi is the molar diffusion volume of gas (IS unit: cm3 mol-1).  

The binary diffusion coefficient obtained by Equation (20) needs to be modified in the porous 

region: 
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Here τ is the tortuosity factor. 

2.4.Initial and boundary conditions of the fuel cell model 

The potential difference between the cathode and anode current collectors corresponds to the 

total cell voltage. Choose the potential at the upper surface of an_GDL as the reference level by 

setting it to zero. Then the total cell voltage serves as the boundary condition at the lower surface 

of ca_GDL: 

 =0
s

 at the upper surface of an_GDL 

 =V
s

 at the lower surface of ca_GDL 

The molar fraction of nitrogen at the anode inlet of the fuel cell is 0.25 and the molar fraction 

of hydrogen is 0.75. 



3. Results and Discussion 

3.1.Verification of simulation model 

Table 1 Geometric parameters, characteristic parameters and  

boundary conditions of the model 

Parameters Value Ref. 

Anode channel length, L(mm) 173 measure data 

Anode channel height, H(mm) 1 measure data 

Anode channel width,W_an(mm) 1 measure data 

Width of the rib,W_rib(mm) 1 measure data 

Anode channel width,W_ca(mm) 1 measure data 

Anode gas diffusion layer thickness, σad (mm) 0.29 [16] 

Cathode gas diffusion layer thickness, σcd (mm) 0.254 [16] 

Anode catalyst layer thickness, σac(mm) 0.0165 [16] 

Cathode catalyst layer thickness, σcc (mm) 0.0165 [16] 

PEM thickness, σm(mm) 0.0508 [16] 

Electrical conductivity, σs(S m-1) 220 [22] 

Ionic conductivity, σl(S m-1) 
3.5 

[22] and 

Optimization 

Permeability inside an_GDL and ca_GDL domains, 

κdgl(m
2) 

1.18×10-11 
[22] 

Permeability inside an_CL and ca_CL domains, 

κcl(m
2) 

2.36×10-12 
[22] 

Porosity inside an_GDL and ca_GDL domains, εdgl 0.4 [22] 

Porosity inside an_CL and ca_CL domains, εcl 0.3 [22] 

Gas viscosity inside anode domains, μa(Pa s) 1.19×10-5 [18] 

Gas viscosity inside cathode domains, μa(Pa s) 2.46×10-5 [18] 

Anode standard exchange current density, i0a(A m-2) 
1.5×103 

[22] and 

Optimization 

Cathode standard exchange current density,i0c(A 

m-2) 
8×10-2 

[22] and 

Optimization 

Transfer coefficient, αa,a, αa,c, αc,a, αc,c 
0.5,0.5,0.53,0.47 

[16] and 

Optimization 

Tortuosity factorτ 1.4 [22] 

Cell temperature , T(K) 318 measure data 

 

Table 1 shows the parameters used in the model, and Figure 2 shows the comparison between 

experimental data and simulation results, where curve 1 represents the cathode oxygen 

concentration is the same as air, and curve 2 represents the cathode oxygen concentration is the 

same as the cathode outlet oxygen concentration under the minimum air mass flow rate of the fuel 

cell. Curve 1 and curve 2 in the graph basically overlap, so it is certain that the variation of oxygen 

concentration under the condition of sufficiently high air excess coefficient has little effect on the 

simulation results and can be neglected, and the previous assumptions about the simplification of 

the model geometry region in this paper are reasonable. At the same time, the experimental data 



and the simulation data can be in good agreement, so it can be considered that the model is 

applicable in this paper. 

 

Figure2. Comparison of simulation results and experiment 

3.2 Local current density distribution of the PEM at different output voltages 

Comparing the local current density distribution at different voltages in Fig. 3, the local 

current density increases with decreasing output voltage at the anode inlet, but the opposite is true 

at the anode outlet. When the output voltage is too low, for example, V=0.54 in the figure, the 

local current density at the anode outlet drops sharply to zero, and the area with zero local current 

density near the anode outlet gradually expands as the output voltage decreases. The reason for 

zero local current density when the output voltage is low is that the hydrogen concentration is 

close to zero due to high consumption of hydrogen in the fuel. Low local current density can lead 

to local over-potential in the proton exchange membrane, which in turn can lead to deterioration of 

the proton exchange membrane performance and therefore needs to be avoided.In Figure 3 it can 

also be seen that there are regular waves in the local current distribution surface, and the reason 

for this phenomenon is that the cathode runners and ribs lead to periodic changes in the cathode 

oxygen concentration as shown in Figure 4. At the same time, there is a significant decrease at the 

anode entrance, which is also due to the fact that the entrance corresponds exactly to the rib and 

wall, where the oxygen concentration is much lower.  



 

Figure 3. Local current density at different output voltages (x-axis represents cathode direction, 

y-axis represents anode direction) 

 

Figure 4. Local oxygen concentration distribution in the cathode catalyst layer 

3.3 Distribution of hydrogen concentration at different output voltages 

Figure 5 shows the local concentration distribution of hydrogen in the anode catalyst layer at 

different output voltages. In the figure when V=0.54, the molar concentration of hydrogen is close 

to 0 in the region near the anode exit, for which also corresponds to the distribution of zero local 

current density in section 3.2. The hydrogen concentration distribution is in a clear variation along 

the anode runner until it drops to zero. However, the local current density distribution in Fig. 4 

shows an approximately uniform local current density distribution near the anode inlet, which 

indicates that at higher hydrogen concentrations, the change in hydrogen concentration has little 



effect on the local current density, and the threshold value of the molar concentration is about 0.03 

based on the simulation data. Also a regular wave distribution appears in the direction along the 

cathode channel, which is caused by the influence of the anode ribs. 

 

Figure 5. The local concentration distribution of hydrogen in the anode catalyst layer at different 

output voltages 

Figure. 6a shows the 3-dimensional distribution of the local molar concentration of hydrogen 

when the output voltage V=0.60, in which the molar concentration of hydrogen is significantly 

lower towards the end of the anode channel compared to the inlet. Figure 6b shows the local 

hydrogen molar distribution in cross-section at different locations along the anode direction, and 

the figure shows a uniform concentration distribution. The above phenomena show that of the two 

effects of nitrogen on hydrogen, the hydrogen concentration effect and the diffusion effect, the 

former has a heavier effect on the output characteristics of the fuel cell. 

 

Figure 6. (a) 3-dimensional distribution of local molar concentration of hydrogen, (b) distribution 

of molar concentration of hydrogen in cross-section at different positions along the anode 



direction 

3.4 Output voltage and fuel utilization corresponding to the maximum efficiency of the fuel 

cell at different fuel flow rates 

Figure 7 shows the maximum efficiency of the fuel cell at different fuel flow rates, as well as 

the output voltage and fuel utilization corresponding to the maximum efficiency. It can be seen 

from the figure that as the fuel flow rate decreases, the efficiency of the fuel cell increases and the 

fuel utilization remains basically the same, witch ranges from 0.891 to 0.889, while the output 

voltage gradually increases. 

 

Figure 7 The maximum efficiency of the fuel cell at different fuel flow rates, as well as the output 

voltage and fuel utilization corresponding to the maximum efficiency. 

3.5 Effect of anode length on fuel cell’s max output power  

Figure 8 shows the maximum power and corresponding voltage variation curve of the fuel 

cell with different anode lengths with the same plate area at a fuel flow rate of 12L/min. It can be 

seen from the figure that the maximum output power increases as the anode length decreases.，and 

the variation is basically linear. For every 10mm reduction in anode length, the maximum output 

power of the fuel cell is increased by 7.75W. 



 

Figure 8 The maximum power and corresponding voltage variation curve of the fuel cell with 

different anode lengths 

 

4. Conclusion  

In this paper, a three-dimensional simulation model of PEMFC fueled by ammonia reforming 

gas is established, and the simulation model is modified by experimental data. The distribution of 

local current density and local hydrogen concentration at different output voltages are studied and 

analyzed, and the threshold value of local molar concentration of hydrogen affecting local current 

density is 0.03. The trend of optimal efficiency of fuel cell at different flow rates is studied and the 

utilization rate of fuel at optimal efficiency is about 0.89. Finally, a preliminary simulation 

analysis of the effect of anode runner length on the maximum output power of fuel cell was 

conducted, and it was found that the maximum output power of fuel cell can be increased by 

reducing the anode runner length with the same plate area. For every 10mm reduction in anode 

length, the maximum output power of the fuel cell is increased by 7.75W. The study results show 

that the PEMFC fueled by ammonia reforming gas can achieve well output characteristics with 

reasonable flow control strategy and structural optimization, which indicates its potential for 

further research and development. 
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